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Clash of kings strategy guide

Like the current battles in the Clash of Kings: the only siege of castles with more than 300m of power is becoming more and more common. One of the main reasons behind these war victories is the health of soldiers (HP). This strategy guide will be best for lords who want to either start or improve the health of their troops to survive such
attacks! Lord skills you can achieve increases in soldier health. God's maximum level is 55. √ All military health :- +5% +21% √ Infantry health :- +5% +20% √ Cavalry health :- +20%> Archer health :- +20%> Siege engine health :- +20% Combat heroes (Selma, Christina, Yukimaru, Soul Eater etc.) similar skill tree health increases.-
Infantry health :- +5% +20% Cavalry health :- +20% √ Archer's health :- +20% √ Siege engine health :- +20%20 20 is especially important for improving the health of College Sciences soldiers at maximum level. This part of College Science can increase all tro soldier health by a total of +29% (if the completion of all health sciences of this
department is investigated). Military health ,:- 3% + 5% + 7% + 7% + 7% + Cavalry health :- 3% + 5% + 7% + 7% + 7% + 7% + 7% - Archer health :- 3% + 5% + 7% + 7% + 7 % √ Siege engine health :- 3% + 7% + 7% + 7% University Science this part improves military health. This powerful Lord event has only Active in the Conquest
Phase of the Kingdom; Song of Life √ +5% (maximum) health for all soldiers while fighting in their kingdom. Bloody Rage +5% (max) health for all soldiers while fighting in the rival kingdom . Each civilization provides +16% health for all soldiers when the science is investigated at the maximum level. Infantry health, Cavalry health, Archer's
health and Siege engines have 10 levels of health. - Each of the 10 levels provide additional soldier health increases and gives you + 16% health for each type of level 10 soldier. In total, full max civilization science, the Lords will get +69% increase in health care for all soldiers. Dragon - Born Rampage :- Increase all soldier health +16%.
Infantry health :- +16%, Cavalry health :- +16%, Archer's health :- +16%Siege) engines health :- +16%Dragon – Born Legion :- Increase cavalry health +5% (Max level 10 – Each level provides +0.5% health and researching this science for completion is one of the conditions required for the T12 Cavalry System)Viking Courage :- Increase
all soldier health by +16%. :- +16%> Cavalry health :- +16%, Archer's health :- +16%> Siege motor health :- +16% Viking Legion :- Increase infantry health by +5%. Infantry sand :- +5% (Max level 10 – Each level provides +0.5% health and research for completion of this science is one of the requirements required for the purchase of T12
Infantry.) Yamato Fearlessness :- Provides +16% health for all soldiers. Aside from the health status of the listed soldiers. Researching the science of this particular civilization provides great enthusiasts among them: Attack, Max March Size Increase, Increase Team Attack, and All Soldiers Defense.Huaxia Six Secrets :- Provides +16%
increase in health for all soldiers. :- +16%Huaxia Legion :- Provides +5% Siege engine health.. Siege engine sand 5% increase :- +5% Level 38 Gold Rare Dragon Glass is considered the best glass best dragon available. With 3 random enthusiasts, an All Soldier Health √ increase can be +10%. It costs the dragon crystal to purify the
dragon glass. Dragon glass level 38 √ +10% Level 40 dragon glass (Conquest Dragon glass) can also provide maximum health. Either in your own kingdom or in your rival kingdom +19%. Not only kingdom conquest.' All soldier health (HP) in their kingdom - +19% √ All soldier health (HP) in the enemy kingdom - +19% He is not a hero to
be sent in March, but someone standing in front of the castle with Prince Ryan and others is active. At the maximum level this Hero provides you with +10% Cavalry health. √ Agatha :- +10% cavalry health. The most important feature of Svip is to obtain additional soldier-based svip enthusiasts. Svip 10 provides +20% health care for all
soldiers. After reaching the maximum Svip (Svip 10). To open svip store levels you need an additional 10k svip points. The Svip store has 7 Store Levels that improve +4% Infantry, Cavalry, Archer and Siege Engine health. It increases the +4% cost of every 2k Svip score. Scartha, dragon lords of ice obtained through the Dragon Born
Civilization found the dragon interface inside the castles. The maximum level of this dragon is 35.At level 35, provides +23% health boost for archers and +20% health boost for all soldiers.- Health Boost (Archer) :- +23% √ Evolving level 10 (All soldier health):- +20%These enthusiasts only activate when the Scartha Guardian is garrisoned
as dragon.2 skills Get more and consumption gold event and dragons are available. Improve soldier health* Dragon Flame Thrive (All soldier health) :- +14%, Exertion (All soldier health) :- +22%The maximum level of this work (10). The maximum level of this structure can provide +25% archer health and +25% siege health. The maximum
level of this artiac (10) can give you +38% siege engine health. NOTE :- Lords can activate only one object at a time. The activated object will provide 100% buff to the lords, while the inactive object will provide 30% of its buff. This feature requires lucky stones to advance your units (troops) on 4 main battle areas: Attack, Defense, Health
and Damage.Unit Advancement maximum health for all types of 4 soldiers +20%, And the chance to get +25% √ Infantry health :- +20% √ Cavalry health :- +20% √ Archer health :- +20% √ Siege Health:- +20% Points Can be achieved by having special decoration items such as Permanent Skins and March Decoration etc. When
permanent, decoration gives you the points contained in Manual.Permanent Skin Points health features:> 100 – +4% siege engine health. 600 – +4% infantry health> 2000 – +2% health for all units, 2500 – +4% Cavalry health, 4500 – +4% Archer Health, 8000 – +2% health for all soldiers. This recently introduced feature allows the Lords
to dismantle 1 hour, 1 day, 3 days, 7 days, 30-day volume to earn Red Enhancement Gems; Permanent Skins.Max can be obtained from this feature can be used to improve soldier health characteristics:> Defense hp – +12% Dragon Word both attacking or defending castles.6 order words √ Resourcefulness plays an important role in
battles :-This word provides +10% infantry health.7 order word √ Sea of Soldiers :-This word provides buffs -15% enemy soldier health.7 word √ Sharp Deterrent :-This word +10% defense hp provides. There are 2 special features given to heroes. For heroes level 30 or above, the Lords can buy a special feature for $1 (3rd). Selma
custom attributes can provide 3 attributes at the same time. Ideally, the following 4.' one :- +6% infantry health. :- +3% cavalry health. :- +3% archer health : - +3 siege engine health. Christina may have three special features. Ideally from one of the following 4.' :- +6% infantry health) :- +6% Cavalry health. :- +3% archer health : - +3%
Siege engine health. Yukimaru 3 can have special features. Ideally from one of the following 4.' :- +3% infantry health) :- +3% cavalry health. :- +3% Archer health : - +6% siege engine health. NOTE :- These special features are random and can be obtained by purifying gold and certain desirables with luck. These features only work with a
hero on the wall or a hero in March. Researching Sage's tower science will greatly improve the health of soldiers. There are 2 chapters in the Book of Eternal Life that provide health care to soldiers. By completing different sections, you can achieve maximum +14% health for all units. Infantry sand II :- +4%, Cavalry sand :- +10%. Cavalry
sand II :- +4%, Archer sand :- +10%. Archer sand II :- +4%, Siege engine sand :- +10%. Siege engine sand II :- +4% Sage Tower has different sections for each troupe unit. Provides +5% health increase for each unit in total. Infantry √ Wars Book Section √ Increase +5% infantry health. Book of Cavalry √ Wars √ Hike +5% Cavalry
HealthDese section archers √ Book of Wars √ +5% archer health. Siege Engine √ Book of Battles √ Increase +5% department of siege engine health. Mineral Ven Fearless Fort √ Book Chapter √ Mineral Ven √ Mineral Ven Black Bone For 10% Increase infantry health by 10% Section √ Raven Gaga Fort √ Mineral Ven Book 10% Chapter
By archer's health +10%Section North Supply Station √ Mineral Ven Book √ +10% increase siege health NOTE :- These enthusiasts can be pictured in reports other than Mineral Vene wars. Unfortunately there are errors in this screen. There are 2 heroes who provide additional health care for archers and infantry as these enthusiasts do
not work out of Mineral Vein.Wind Ranger and Wasteland Warrior. Wind Ranger - +20% health boost for all archers for 1 hour CD-Time 8 hours. Wasteland Warrior – 1 hour CD-Time 8 hours +40% health increase for all infantry units.• +5% kvk health and mineral vessel +10% health is not added only because they work at a specific time.
When you take the building, it's +10% in the mineral vessel. • Get all dragon words +10% enthusiasts. • Defense hp while you just defend your own castle. • Reports may display +10% Hp mineral ven, but it is an image error. Mineral vein HP works not only in the vein, but in the outer vein. • Scartha Guardian is used with all the original
attribute skills as dragons.• An additional +30% of the artifak can be obtained from inactive artifak of buffs. • Guard Defense set another way of earning hp (Non rally). Non rally means that guard runs on set when the defense is hit by hp not just by a rally, but by a lone attack. +3% + 3% +3% ×6 = +18% in 6 sets of protection. • 7 order
dragon word Unbreakable Point (Ancient dragon word) also provides +15% infantry health but not only mineral ven. • In addition there are sage book sections for specific T13 troops that can be investigated for health gain. Each can have a +20% health boost (Statistics are not shown in the report but are effective). • %1 (Image error in
report shared by original report and link 1%)Take this strategy now and make your soldiers healthy to stand up to and destroy your enemies! Official CoK IN Strategy Writer TeamK491 (note), Major Joker K541 , KW@SOW K242 (Chirag) (Chirag)
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